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SUBJECT: D2L Updates 

 

During the May 2016 AAC meeting, three D2L-related items were discussed including: 1) 

an Overview of D2L as well as a discussion of next steps, give that our current three-year contract 

will end in about a year; 2) an Update on Recent D2L Issues (performance-related update issues, 

email issues, etc.); and 3) Remote Proctoring and identity verification.  What follows below is a 

follow up on the first and third items. 

 

With respect to the first item, AAC representatives requested follow-ups on two things 

including: 1) a list of the academic representatives on the D2L Management Committee; and 2) 

time to discuss the state of D2L among the constituents at their institutions. Regarding the first 

item, the D2L Management Committee representatives was asked to specifically identify the 

academic representative from their institution.  The information obtained is provided below: 

 

Institution Name Role 

BHSU Terry Hupp  

BHSU Anne Stevens  

BHSU Shawn Trainor  

DSU Lynette Molstad  

DSU Haomin Wang  

NSU Lindsey Huber technical rep 

NSU Todd Muehler academic rep 

NSU Rebecca Kitzman technical rep 

SDSMT Dane Finnesand  

SDSMT Bradley O’Brien  

SDSMT Justin Meyer  

SDSU John Howard technical and academic (dual roles) 

SDSU Ju-yu Chang technical and academic (dual roles) 

SDSU Maria Kalyvaki technical and academic (dual roles) 

SDSU Shouhong Zhang technical and academic (dual roles) 

SDSU Amanda Fickes technical and academic (dual roles) 

USD John Flack technical rep (primary) 

USD Eric Mosterd academic rep 

https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/2016-05-AAC/5_C1_AAC0516.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/2016-05-AAC/5_C2_AAC0516.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/2016-05-AAC/5_C3_AAC0516.pdf
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USD Carla Reihe technical advisor 

USD Ryan Johnson technical rep (secondary) 

USD Dane Hansen technical (informational) 

USD Andrew McNamara technical (informational) 

RIS Joleen Bos technical 

RIS Dave Hansen technical (oversight) 

RIS Ryan McGarry technical 

RIS Ruth Peters technical co-chair 

RIS Kathy Christiansen technical 

AAC Eric Mosterd academic co-chair 

 

Institutions with representatives not having an identified role did not supply this 

information in time for this agenda item.  Regarding the second item, per the conversation at the 

last AAC meeting, and based on institutional feedback, representatives should discuss and 

recommend what steps, if any, the D2L Management Committee should take with respect to 

reviewing the LMS market, conducting a needs assessment, etc.  Please also note the Inside Higher 

Education article may be relevant to the conversation as it references the same site that was 

referenced in the portion of the D2L overview during the last AAC meeting that covered the current 

market landscape. 

  

In terms of the third follow-up item—remote proctoring and ID verification—per AAC’s 

direction, the D2L Management Committee voted on whether or not to pursue another pilot for 

2016FA.  Four institutions voted in the affirmative (BHSU, NSU, SDSMT, USD).  SDSU asked 

to follow up with their testing center, so they did not commit to a vote.  DSU did not have a 

representative on the call. Because the majority of the institutions voted to move forward with 

another pilot, we approached Respondus about conducting another pilot—technically, the third 

pilot, as the 2014FA pilot never got off of the ground, so they extended it through 2015SP.  They 

have agreed to the following: 

 

 Our current contract for the LockDown Browser provides us with 200 seats.  These will 

renew starting August 1st. 

 We can start the pilot with those 200 seats, and after they have been utilized, Respondus 

will start a two-month unlimited trial. 

 Once the two-month trial concludes, the SDBOR would need to either disable Monitor, or 

purchase a one-year license ($3,950) for the system.  If the system opts to move forward 

immediately, the cost will be prorated.   

 

The challenge is that even with a handful of pilot courses, the system is likely to quickly 

utilize the 200 seats, at which point the two-month trial starts.  This could happen as early as the 

end of September, which would mean that final exams may not be able to utilize Monitor, as the 

trial period would be over.  With AAC approval, the D2L Management Committee will begin 

identifying courses to pilot Monitor for 2016FA.  If we do not have pilot courses from at least 

three institutions, we will not proceed with the pilot due to the lack of adequate representation. 

https://www.insidehighered.com/quicktakes/2016/05/17/report-shift-learning-management-system-market
https://www.insidehighered.com/quicktakes/2016/05/17/report-shift-learning-management-system-market
https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/2015-06-AAC/5_T_AAC0615.pdf

